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A general method for computing the hydrodynamic interactions among an infinite 
suspension of particles, under the condition of vanishingly small particle Reynolds 
number, is presented. The method follows the procedure developed by O’Brien (1979) 
for constructing absolutely convergent expressions for particle interactions. For use 
in dynamic simulation, the convergence of these expressions is accelerated by 
application of the Ewaid summation technique. The resulting hydrodynamic 
mobility and/or resistance matrices correctly include all far-field non-convergent 
interactions. Near-field lubrication interactions are incorporated into the resistance 
matrix using the technique developed by Durlofsky, Brady & Bossis (1987). The 
method is rigorous, accurate and computationally efficient, and forms the basis of the 
Stokesian-dynamics simulation method. The method is completely general and 
allows such diverse suspension problems as self-diffusion, sedimentation, rheology 
and flow in porous media to be treated within the same formulation for any 
microstructural arrangement of particles. The accuracy of the Stokesian-dynamics 
method is illustrated by comparing with the known exact results for spatially 
periodic suspensions. 

1. Introduction 
Determining the interactions among a large collection of hydrodynamically 

interacting particles at zero particle Reynolds number is complicated by the long- 
range nature of the interactions. The fluid velocity disturbance caused by a particle 
on which a net external force acts decays as l/r, where r is the distance from the 
particle. A large collection of such forced particles, i.e. an infinite sedimenting 
suspension, results in a severely non-convergent sum of interactions ; the velocity of 
a test particle diverges as R2, where R is the size of.the system. If the particles are 
fixed in space, as in a porous medium, rather than having a prescribed force, the long- 
range interactions actually change the fundamental character of the velocity 
disturbance caused by a particle, resulting in a screening of hydrodynamic 
interactions (Brinkman 1947 ; Saffman 1973 ; Howells 1974 ; Hinch 1977 ; Rubinstein 
1986; Durlofsky & Brady 1987). Similar, but less severe, divergences occur if the 
particles are force free. The origin, significance and interpretation of these 
convergence difficulties are now well understood, and several procedures have been 
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devised for overcoming them, resulting in well-posed, absolutely convergent 
expressions for sedimentation velocities, bulk stresses, etc. (Batchelor 1972 ; 
Batchelor & Green 1972 ; Jeffrey 1973 ; Hinch 1977 ; O’Brien 1979). 

When one attempts to study the behaviour of suspensions through dynamic 
simulation, however, most of these methods are not suitable because they preaverage 
the interactions. In a simulation, absolutely convergent expressions are needed for 
particle interactions for each and every configuration, not just expressions that are 
correct on average. The method proposed by O’Brien is the most convenient for 
adaptation to simulation, and we have been advocating its use since the original 
development of our simulation method for hydrodynamically interacting particles, 
which we have called Stokesian dynamics (Bossis & Brady 1984, 1987; Brady & 
Bossis 1985, 1988). O’Brien’s method gives an exact procedure for treating the long- 
range hydrodynamic interactions, with the result that such diverse suspension 
properties as sedimentation, permeability and rheology can all be treated with the 
same framework for any arrangement of particles. It is the purpose of this paper to 
present the modifications we have made to O’Brien’s original method and to show 
how it can be used with dynamic simulation to provide a rigorous foundation for 
studying hydrodynamic interactions in suspensions. 

In O’Brien’s method we start from an integral representation for the solution to 
Stokes’ equations for the velocity field u ( x )  a t  a point x in terms of integrals of the 
force distribution on the particle surfaces and an integral over a mathematical 
surface of large radius. I n  this ‘macroscopic boundary’ integral, the stresses and 
velocities may be replaced by their suspension average values, and manipulation of 
this integral results in convergent expressions for the fluid and particle velocities. 
These expressions take the form of a discrete sum over the force densities of the 
individual particles minus a volume integral of a continuous distribution of force 
moments, i.e. a continuous distribution of monopoles, dipoles and quadrupoles. In 
the case where the average force (monopole) acting on the particles is non-zero, the 
integrals deriving from this mathematical surface represent a ‘ backflow ’ o f  fluid 
relative to zero-volume-flux axes. Thus, expressions relating the particle velocities to 
this average result; indeed, it is the velocity relative to the back flow that is the 
physically significant quantity, not its absolute value. 

The convergent expressions obtained by this procedure can be used directly in 
theoretical studies of suspension properties ; they reproduce the formulae used by 
Batchelor (1974) and others. For use in dynamic simulation, however, both the 
accuracy and computational efficiency can be improved by replicating a finite 
number of particles periodically throughout the suspension volume. With the use of 
periodic boundary conditions, the sum of particle interactions becomes a so-called 
lattice sum, and the Ewald (1921) summation technique, as first employed by 
Beenakker (1986) to hydrodynamic interactions, can be used to accelerate 
convergence of the lattice sums. 

The Ewald sums not only improve accuracy, they (or an equivalent procedure) are 
essential when periodic boundary conditions are used. The central element needed to 
compute particle motion is the hydrodynamic mobility matrix, which relates particle 
velocities to the forces all the particles exert on the fluid. Because of the dissipative 
nature of the Stokes’ equations, the mobility matrix must be positive definite. 
Mobility matrices constructed with periodic boundary conditions without Ewald 
sums, however, lose positive definiteness a t  quite low values of the volume fraction 
(# % 0.05), resulting in completely aphysical behaviour. This important aspect has 
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been noticed by researchers conducting dynamic simulation of suspensions 
(Dickinson 1985), but previous attempts to remedy this situation have not met 
success (Smith, Snook & van Megen 1987). We shall see that the method developed 
here correctly includes the physics of the long-range hydrodynamic interactions, and 
the mobility matrices never lose posi tivc definiteness. 

The interactions rendered convergent by O’Brien’s method and calculated by 
Ewald sums are all long-range or far-field interactions; the near-field physics is 
unaffected. To accurately determine particle interactions in a suspension, par- 
ticularly a concentrated suspension, however, both the far- and the near-field physics 
must be modelled correctly. The short-range lubrication forces result in, among other 
effects, the relative motion of two particles going to zero as the particle surfaces 
approach one another, and these interactions can be paramount in determining dense 
suspension behaviour. The lubrication forces can be conveniently (accurately and 
efficiently) included in the hydrodynamic resistance matrix (the inverse of the 
mobility matrix) through the method developed by Durlofsky, Brady & Bossis 
(1987). The final product is a convergent hydrodynamic mobility and/or resistance 
matrix that accurately models both the far- and near-field interactions. 

In  $2 we develop the general method for simulating an infinite suspension of 
hydrodynamically interacting particles. The correctness and accuracy of this method 
are illustrated in $ 3 where we compare our Stokesian-dynamics simulation results 
with the exact behaviour for spatially periodic suspensions. We shall see that the 
simulation results agree well with the sedimentation velocity and permeability of 
cubic arrays calculated by Zick & Homsy (1982) from the dilute limit up to close 
packing. For the shear viscosity of cubic arrays our results are in excellent agreement 
with the exact calculations of Zuzovsky, Adler & Brenner (1983) and Nunan & Keller 
(1984). We conclude in $ 4  with a discussion of the extension of the method to  non- 
hydrodynamic systems, particularly electrostatic or thermal conductivity problems, 
where the same approach is applicable and has actually been carried out (Bonnecaze 
1987). 

2. Method 
In  this section we present a general method for constructing hydrodynamic 

interactions among N particles suspended in a volume V under conditions such that 
the particle Reynolds number is small, so that the fluid motion is governed by 
Stokes’ equations. First, convergent expressions for the hydrodynamic interactions 
in the infinite suspension or ‘ thermodynamic ’ limit N -too, V +GO, keeping n = N /  V 
fixed, are constructed. In  this analysis we follow closely the original presentation by 
O’Brien, with the exception of changing to the Stokes’ flow case rather than the 
thermal conductivity problem where Laplace’s equation holds, and the reader is 
referred to O’Brien (1979) for a more detailed discussion. Second, we recast the 
convergent expressions into lattice sums by periodically replicating a finite number 
of particles throughout space and use the Ewald summation technique to accelerate 
the convergence of these sums. And third, we discuss how to include the near-field 
lubrication interactions in the hydrodynamic mobility tensors. 

2.1.  Convergent hydrodynamic interactions 
Using the Green function for Stokes’ equations (Ladyzhenskaya 1963), the velocity 
field u ( x )  at  any point x in the fluid can be written in terms of integrals of the force 
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distribution on the surfaces of the particles and an integral over a mathematical 
surface r of large radius lying entirely within the fluid : 

Here, Ji j  is the Green function for Stokes' flow 

and 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

We define Sij as the unit isotropic tensor, 7 as the viscosity of the suspending fluid, 
and cr as the fluid stress tensor: 

gii = -pa, + 2yeij, (2.4) 

where p is the pressure, and eij = t[Vi uj + V j  ui] is the rate-of-strain tensor. We note 
that r = x - y ,  with y a point on the surface, and n is the outer normal to the surfaces, 
i.e. pointing into the volume V containing the N particles. 

Equation (2.1) is an exact formulation for rigid particles. (Recall that for rigid 
particles Js, Kijk u, nk dS = 0.) No divergences occur because we have a finite region 
bounded by the surface r. This is an arbitrary surface immersed in an unbounded 
statistically homogeneous suspension, i.e. the suspension continues outside of r. If 
the radius R of this susface is taken to be very large (with the origin located near the 
field point x ) ,  the variation in J and K will be small over a surface element dS, that 
passes through the fluid and around many particles. Thus, in the integrand of the 
second integral we may replace c and u by averages. This is facilitated by first 
transforming from I" to a smooth macroscopic surface r that  cuts both fluid and 
particles ; the averages thus formed are suspensim averages - fluid and particle phase 
averages. Because the local normal to the surface r varies on the particle scale, in 
addition to averages of cr and u,  the particles generate a quadrupolar contribution 
upon reduction from r" to r. Following a procedure similar to that used by 
Glendinning & Russel (1982) it  may be shown that 

-nVkJ,j(Q;,j> n,> (2.5) 

Here, (c) and ( u )  are the suspension-average hydrodynamic stress and velocity, and 
(Q') is the average quadrupole density of the particles. The quadrupole of particle 
a is defined by 

(2.6) 

where xu is the 'centre' of particle a. The derivative of J in the quadrupole integral 
is with respect to y .  

The use of the suspension-average quantities is the key step and the only 
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assumption made in O’Brien’s method. In  a statistically homogeneous medium (a) 
and ( u )  are either constants or linear functions of position, coming from the average 
pressure in (a) and a linear shear flow in ( u ) ,  while (Q’) is constant. With (2.5) 
equation (2.1) becomes 

-nvk&<&;ij> mi> dS,. (2 .7)  

In the sum over a, only the particle surfaces that lie within r are included, 
Equation (2 .7)  is the key result of O’Brien’s method and leads to convergent 

expressions for the fluid velocity a t  any point x ,  as well as for the hydrodynamic 
interactions among the particles. By use of the divergence theorem, the macroscopic 
boundary integral over r can be converted into a volume integral of uniform 
distributions of average forces (monopoles), dipoles, and quadrupoles. At large 
distances from the field point x ,  we may expand the force density on the surface of 
a particle 01 in moments, and the sum over a in (2 .7)  will approximate a volume 
integral of a continuous distribution of average monopoles, dipoles and quadrupoles. 
Thus, the sum and integral will cancel, leaving a finite result for the velocity. Note 
that the velocity disturbance caused by a quadrupole decays as l / r 3 ,  while the next 
moment in the expansion of the particle surface force density, the octupole, creates 
a disturbance that decays as l / r 4 ;  thus, the sum over the octupoles and higher 
moments is absolutely convergent. This is the essence of the method. 

To complete the derivation we need to relate the average hydrodynamic stress (a) 
to the rate of strain, and by doing so introduce the particle contributions to the 
average stress. At any point within the fluid Stokes’ equations can be written as 

w*a = o ,  (2 .8)  

w-a = -A (2.9) 

and within the solid particles we have 

where f is the external force per unit volume acting on the particles. The most 
common example for this body force is gravity; here, f = Fg/Vp ,  where F g  is the net 
(with the buoyancy removed) force of gravity acting on a particle of volume V,. A 
volume or ensemble average of (2 .8)  and (2 .9)  results in 

W.(a) = - n ( F ) ,  (2.10) 

where 

is the average net external force acting on the particles, which equals the net force 
the particles exert on the fluid. 

An expression for the average stress can be obtained by following the arguments 
of Landau & Lifshitz (1959) and Batchelor (1970); the result is 

(2.11) (Gij) = - (P> Sij +2q<eij) -n{<Sij) + ( 2 i j ) l ,  

where 
l N  l N  

N a-1 N a=1 
(S . . )  = - c Sf. (Pii) = - c . 9 : j  v ’ 21 
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and the particle stresslet and rotlet densities, S" and LZa respectively, are given 

(2.12) 
1 

by 
sa. 23 = - -_ 2 Is= [ a i k ( y j - - ~ ) + ~ j k ( Y i - X ~ ) - ~ S i j  glk(Y1-G)]nk dsy, 

(2.13) 
and %j EE - ~ ~ s ~ [ n , , ( ? / , - . ~ ) - a ~ k ( Y i - - ~ ) l n k  1 my. 

9; can also be related to the external torque, La, the particle exerts on the fluid 

L? = €ijk L q k ,  (2.14) 

where L? = --Isa %jk ajl(Yk-Xak) nl my. (2.15) 

In a statistically homogeneous medium V.(S) = V . ( 9 )  = 0, and (2.10)-(2.11) 

by 

can be used to write the pressure ( p )  as 

(P) = 4 4 )  (%-.,"), (2.16) 

where xo is an arbitrary reference position at  which we set the average pressure to 
zero. Equation (2.16) is just a statement of the macroscopic hydrostatic balance 
between the average pressure and the average force the particles exert on the 
fluid. 

We can make use of the divergence theorem to rewrite the surface integral over r 
in (2.7) as 

+8.rry 1 ~ " , v k [ ~ j ( u j k ) + 2 7 K i j k ( u j )  -nVlJt.j(Qklj>l dvy 

8n7 s,. (2.17) 1 -- 
[J i j (a jk> nk + 27Kijk(uj) nk-nVk(&klj> nl l  

where S, is a spherical surface of radius E surrounding the field point x, and V' is the 
volume between S,  and S,. Making use of (2.11) and (2.16), the volume integral in 
(2.17) becomes 

(Aj (4 )  +R$j<Lj> +Kijk(Sjk) +vkv,Aj(&;,j)> dvg, (2.18) 

where Rii(r) = cijk $ = elkj a(Vk Jil - V ,  J i k )  (2.19) 

is the propagator (or Green function) for a point torque. Because ( S j k )  is symmetric 
and traceless, Kiik in (2.18) can be set equal to +(VkJ,+VjJik) ,  the propagator for a 
point stresslet. Finally, taking the limit as the surface S, shrinks to the point x, the 
volume V' may be replaced by V ,  and the surface integral over S, becomes 

(2.20) 
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Combining (2.17), (2.18) and (2.20), equation (2.7) becomes 

(2.21) 

Equation (2.21) is the desired result ~ an absolutely convergent expression for the 
fluid velocity relative to the suspension average ( u ) .  We may now let the radius R 
of the volume V tend to infinity because the sum and the integral will cancel, leaving 
a finite result. It is quite natural that relative velocities appear, as the motion must 
be Galilean invariant. The macroscopic boundary integral contributes the volume 
distributions of monopoles ((F)), dipoles ( ( L )  and ( S ) ,  the antisymmetric and 
symmetric parts, respectively) and quadrupoles (( Q')). Expanding the particle force 
densities in similar moments will show that (2.21) is indeed absolutely convergent. 

Equation (2.21) can perhaps be made more familiar if we consider a suspension of 
point-force particles sedimenting due to gravity. In this case, ( L )  = ( S )  = 0, and we 
shall see below that (Q') is directly related to the finite size of the particles. Hence, 
(2.21 ) becomes 

where the force a particle exerts on the fluid is given by 

r 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

Physically, the integral represents a ' backflow ' of fluid, relative to zero-volume-flux 
axes ( u )  = 0, caused by the macroscopic pressure gradient that balances the excess 
weight, (F) + 0, of the particles. Expressions analogous to (2.22) can be found in 
previous analyses of convergence problems in suspensions. 

Although (2.21) gives a convergent expression for the fluid velocity, we are often 
most interested in the motion of the particles rather than the fluid. Furthermore, 
unlike the force and torque, which are often prescribed in a problem, the stresslet and 
quadrupole densities (and higher moments) are not given, but must be found as part 
of the problem. To obtain a complete set of equations for the particle interactions, 
equations analogous to (2.21) can be derived from (2.7) for V j u i ,  VfV,ui, etc., and 
these can be used in conjunction with Faxen formulae to determine the particle 
velocities, and so on. 

We restrict our attention now to identical spherical particles of radii a for which 
the Faxen formulae are simple (cf. Durlofsky et al. 1987), but the general approach 
can also be used for a distribution of particle sizes and for non-spherical particles. It 
will prove convenient to define an irreducible quadrupole moment density, @, of 
particle a, because the trace of Q'. is proportional to the total force. Thus, 

(2.24) 

and & E k j  = 0. 
Repeating the analysis that lead to (2.21) for the velocity gradients and using the 
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It will be shown in $3  that this approximation is actually rather good, and the 
additional accuracy provided by retaining the full quadrupole expression (2.28) is 
not worth the additional computational costs. We shall use this mean-field 
quadrupole in (2.25) in the coupling between translational velocities and forces only. 
It is not used in conjunction with the higher moments. The form of (2.29) results in 
a very convenient incorporation into (2.25) : the constant term -:$(Qiii)/6.nya3 = 
-&52((F,)/6xqa, and in the backflow integral (and the particle surface integrals) 
can be replaced with ;a2( 1 -@) V2. With this mean-field quadrupole approximation 
(2.28) is no longer needed, and we shall only be concerned with forces, torques and 
stresslets. (Note that if one wished to make a simple improvement on (2.29) by 
smoothing out the discrete sum in (2.28), the resulting contribution, for a point-force 
isotropic suspension, would be of the form $ j [ g ( r )  - 13 B,,& F, dV, which is zero 
from angular integration. Here, g(r) is the pair-distribution function.) 

Finally, we note that for a sedimenting suspension ( (S)  = ( L )  = 0) ,  (2.25) 
reduces to the expression used by Batchelor (1972) for determining the sedimentation 
velocity of a random suspension. Similarly, (2.27) is the starting point for determining 
the bulk stress in a suspension of force- and torque-free particles in the analysis of 
Batchelor & Green (1972). 

2.2. Ewald sums 
Expressions (2.25)-(2.27) are quite useful as a starting point for theoretical studies 
of suspension problems, but they are not yet in a form suitable for dynamic 
simulation. The sum and the integral in these expressions both increase with the size 
R of the volume, but their difference is finite and is what is needed. I n  simulation 
many particles may be needed before the sum approximates a continuous distribution 
and convergence is obtained. In  order to reduce the number of particles needed and 
to accelerate the convergence of expressions like (2.25)-(2.27), we take a finite 
number N ,  of particles and replicate them periodically within the volume V. This 
periodic sum can be efficiently computed with a summation technique due to Ewald 
(1921). To illustrate the procedure, we shall first consider a suspension of point forces 
only. 

For point forces, (2.25) reduces to  (2.22) with u ( x )  replaced by U". Thus, for the 
translational velocity of particle a at the centre of its periodic cell, (2.25) becomes 

where y labels the periodic cells and the ' on the sum indicates that for a = p in cell 
y = 1, J is replaced by 4 / / (3a ) ,  giving the correct self-term. a labels an arbitrary 
particle. 

If N ,  were sufficiently large, then the contribution to the a t h  particle velocity from 
particles in cells y > 1, i.e. outside its own periodic box, would cancel the part of the 
integral from L to co, where L is the size of a periodic box. There would remain, 
however, a constant from the backflow integral from 0 to L. Because of the slow 
convergence of the difference between the sum and the integral, N ,  may need to be 
prohibitively large. Expressions of this type containing so-called lattice sums occur 
frequently in electrostatic problems, for example in computing the cohesive energy 
or Madelung constant of an ionic crystal, and can be accelerated using Ewald 
summations, which rewrite the sum into two rapidly converging parts, one in real 
space and the other in reciprocal space. 
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Beenakker (1986) has recently worked out the Ewald sums for J under the 

assumption that the average force is zero, (F) = 0,  i.e. just the sums in (2.30) with 
no backflow integral. We shall briefly sketch the Ewald summation of (2.30), 
following first the analysis of Beenakker when (F) = 0, and then extending this to 
the non-zero average-force case. For details of the procedure the reader is referred to 
Beenakker's excellent two-page paper. 

The Ewald sum is affected by noting that J ( r )  may be written as J,,(r) = 
(St, V 2  - V i  V , )  r ,  from which we may write 

iJi,(r) = Mli'fr) +M$)(r), (2.31) 

with Mjf)(r) = g(Si ,V2-ViVj)(r  erfc ( t r ) ) ,  (2.32) 

where 
Mi;)(r) = f (St ,V2-ViV,)(r  erf([r)), 

erfc (x) = 1 -erf (x) = 2/7& 

(2.33) 

is the complementary error function, and t is an arbitrary parameter with units of 
inverse length that sets the speed of convergence of the sums. The factor off has been 
introduced for convenience. 

With these definitions (2.30) without the backflow integral becomes 

N l  N ,  
67cyU; = &+C' 2 Mii)(x"-xfl)#'{--M$)(r = O)F;+C 2 M$)(xa-xp)F{, 

Y 8=1 Y P=1 
(2.34) 

where the prime on the sum means that the term /3 = a in cell y = 1 has been 
excluded. Note however, that  in the M(2) sum this term is included, being cancelled 
by W2)(r = 0).  The first sum in (2.34) converges rapidly in real space, while the 
second converges rapidly in reciprocal space. Making use of the identity (from the 
Poisson summation formula) 

where g(k) = S eik"g(r) dr,  V is the volume of the periodic cell, and k, are reciprocal 
lattice vectors satisfying exp(ik,.r,) = 1,  we have 

(2.35) 
N l  1 N 1  c c ~ i ; ) ( p - x ~ )  FP = - C' 2 e-kk.(x"-g)M!. a:' ( k A )  Ff, 

3 
Y P=1 v A p=1 

where 1 "  

(2.36) 

and = k / k .  The prime on the sum over A indicates that the k,  = 0 terms are 
excluded from the sum. The exclusion of these terms is a direct result of the 
stipulation that ( F )  = 1/N Cf=lFp = 0. To see this note that as k+O, (2.35) 
reduces to 

Mt,(k)  = (Si, - k, k,)( 1 +itp2 k2 +it-* k4) 6nkP2 exp ( - a s 2  k2) ,  

(2.37) 

This is a key step and one we shall return to when (F) + 0. 
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M(2) ( r  = 0) can be found from the inverse Fourier transform, giving 

(2.38) 

Combining together, (2.34) becomes 

1 N 1  +v C' M65'(kA)Ff C O S [ ~ , . ( X " - ~ ) ] .  (2.39) 
A /3=1 

Equation (2.39) is identical to (2.30) (for (F) = 0) for any value of ( > 0. ( controls 
the rate of convergence of the two sums, and Beenakker recommends 6 = K: V7-f for 
simple cubic lattices, giving equal rates of convergence for the two sums. 

When the average force is non-zero, the backflow integral cannot be neglected in 
(2.30), but as we now show it  turns out that (2.39) is again the correct result. The 
k, = 0 terms were removed from the A-sum in (2.39) because CpFP = 0 in (2.37). 
When (F) $; 0, the backflow integral in (2.30) precisely cancels these k, = 0 terms. 
To see this, note that we may use the convolution theorem to write the backflow 
integral as pi, dV = W&,(k) ,  (2.40) 

where S(k)L?(k) means the limL?(k), and the Fourier transform, 3, of J is given by 
k+O 

A A  

&(k) = (ai,- k , k j )  61rk -~  = limMjf)(k). 
k+O 

Thus, the reciprocal space sum and the backflow integral become 

which is identical to (2.35). The backflow integral cancels the k, = 0 terms when the 
average force is non-zero. 

Hence, (2.39) is correct whether or not the average force the particles exert on the 
fluid is zero. This may appear to be a rather surprising result, but there is a simple 
intuitive argument that shows that it must be true. The coupling between the 
particle velocities and forces, the mobility matrix, is a purely geometric quantity 
that describes particle interactions. It cannot depend on the velocities or forces that 
the particles ultimately have. Therefore, i t  must be the same whether or not the 
average force is zero. Said differently, in writing (2.30), or a mobility matrix, the 
particles do not know whether the forces sum to zero or to a finite average; the 
particle interactions must be the same in the two cases. 

Equation (2.39) gives the correct particle velocities for point-force particles. To 
include the finite size of the particles and the other non-convergent moments, i.e. the 
torque, stresslet and quadrupole, we proceed in the same manner as above, but with 
the complete convergent hydrodynamic interactions (2.25)-(2.27) from O'Brien's 
method. Just as the backflow integral removed the k, = 0 terms from lattice sum 
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coupling U and F, along with the constants 4(F), $(S) ,  $ ( Q ) ,  etc., the backflow 
integral will remove the k, = 0 terms from all the remaining lattice sums that couple 
U and L,  U and S, etc. Again, the hydrodynamic interactions are the same whether 
or not the average force, torque, stresslet or quadrupole are zero. 

The Ewald-summed interactions can be most conveniently expressed through the 
grand mobility matrix &introduced by Durlofsky et al. (1987). The grand mobility 
matrix relates the translational velocity/rotational velocity/rate of strain of each 
particle relative to the impressed flow to the force/torque/stressIet of all N particles. 
Expanding the force density on the surface of each particle in (2.25)-(2.27) in 
moments, for a finite number, N, of particles in an unbounded fluid we may write (for 
details see Durlofsky et al.) 

(2.41) 

where U - ( u )  is a vector of dimension 6N containing the translational and 
rotational velocities of all N particles relative to the impressed flow ( u ) ,  - ( e )  is 
a vector of dimension 9N that repeats the impressed rate of strain for each 
particle - all particles experience the same imposed rate of strain, F is a 6N vector 
containing the force and torque exerted by the particles on the fluid, and S of 
dimension 9N contains the particle stresslets. (There are actually only 5 independent 
components of ( e )  and S, because they are symmetric and traceless.) The grand 
mobility matrix A? is symmetric and positive definite and may be conveniently 
partitioned into submatrices : 

(2.42) 

where the subscripts indicate the coupling of the various components. MuF relates 
partide velocities to forces and torques, M, relates velocities to stresslets, ME, 
relates the rate of strain and forces/torques, and MEs relates the rate of strain to 
stresslets. For the case of N point particles, MuF = J, except for the self-term, where 
I replaces J. 

Equations (2.41) and (2.42) were written for a finite number of particles in an 
unbounded fluid. For infinite suspensions, application of the Ewald summations 
results in a grand mobility matrix of precisely the same form for the ilr, periodically 
replicated particles. We shall designate this Ewald-summed mobility matrix as &*. 
Thus, one need only affix an asterisk to the mobility matrices in (2.41) and (2.42). The 
impressed flow field is now also properly interpreted as the suspension average flow. 
The Ewald-summed mobility interactions can be obtained by straightforward, but 
tedious, calculus along the lines sketched above for point forces; the detailed forms 
have been placed with the editorial office and may be obtained on request from the 
editor or the authors. 

2.3. Inclusion of near-field interactions 
The Ewald-summed mobility A?* includes only the non-convergent, far-field 
interactions among particles. To include the near-field physics, particularly the near- 
field lubrication forces, we follow the method of Durlofsky et al. (1987) and add these 
interactions into the grand resistance matrix. The invert of the grand mobility matrix 
&* is the grand resistance matrix W* (Ewald summed): 

(2.43) 
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which may be partitioned as in (2.42) as 

(2.44) 

As discussed by Durlofsky et al. inverting the mobility matrix sums an infinite 
number of reflected interactions among particles. Thus, the invert of the Ewald- 
summed mobility matrix sums an infinite number of reflected interactions among an 
inJinite number of particles. These reflected interactions reproduce both the screening 
characteristic of porous media (cf. Durlofsky & Brady 1987) and the effective 
viscosity of free suspensions. The resistance matrix W* still lacks, however, near-field 
lubrication interactions. Lubrication would only be reproduced upon inversion of the 
mobility matrix if all multipole moments were included. To include lubrication, we 
introduce it in a pairwise additive fashion. To each element of (&*)-' we add the 
known exact two-sphere resistance interactions (Arp & Mason 1977 ; Jeffrey & Onishi 
1984; Kim & Mifflin 1985), which we shall designate gZB, for two-body resistance 
matrix. However, part of the two-sphere resistance interactions, the far-field part, 
has already been included upon the inversion of &*. Thus, in order not to count these 
interactions twice, we must subtract off the two-body reflected interactions already 
contained in ( ~ 8 P - l .  The matrix composed of these two-body infinite reflection 
interactions is denoted by and is found by simply inverting a two-body 
mobility matrix containing terms to the same order in 1 / r  as in A. Thus, our 
approximation to  the Ewald-summed resistance matrix that contains both near-field 
lubrication and far-field many-body interactions is 

W* = (&*)-'+W,,-W&. (2.45) 

Note that i%?zB-B~B may be added without convergence problems because terms 
through the conditionally convergent mean-field quadrupole are already included in 
A?* . 

This completes the development of our method for dynamically simulating infinite 
suspensions of hydrodynamically interacting particles. All non-convergent inter- 
actions are rigorously included via the Ewald summation technique, and near-field 
interactions are conveniently included in a pairwise additive fashion via the 
resistance matrix ; for indeed, lubrication interactions are pairwise. Durlofsky et al. 
showed that this procedure of including lubrication is remarkably accurate for any 
configuration of a finite number of particles. We shall show in the next section that 
equally good accuracy is obtained for infinite systems. 

3. Results 
I n  this section we shall present results that show that the method we have 

developed is both accurate and computationally efficient. Since the nature of the 
problem we are addressing is the many-body interactions, comparisons must be 
made with infinite suspensions. The only known exact solutions are for spatially 
periodic suspensions, and our comparisons will be with the results of Saffman (1973) 
and Zick & Homsy (1982) for the sedimentation and permeability problems, and 
Zuzovsky et al. (1983) and Nunan & Keller (1984) for the viscosity problem. We shall 
see that, in certain limits, the method we have developed is not just accurate, but it 
is exact. In  addition to providing a basis for comparison, the spatially periodic results 
are a convenient check on the correctness of the rather lengthy formulae for the 
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Ewald-summed mobility interactions. Indeed, we were originally motivated to 
examine these periodic suspensions in order to provide this check. Application of the 
method to other, disordered suspensions can be found in Durlofsky & Brady (1987), 
Brady & Bossis (1988), Brady & Durlofsky (1988), Phillips, Brady & Bossis 
(1988a, b). 

3.1. Sedimentation and permeability of cubic arrays 
The average sedimentation velocity, (U), is generally defined relative to zero- 
volume-flux axes, i.e. such that the average suspension velocity is zero, ( u )  = 0. The 
angle brackets defining the average denote a sum over all particles 

l N  

N a=l 
( W E -  c U". 

From the Ewald-summed resistance matrix in (2.43), (which is identical to (2.25)) we 
have 

(U) = ( R $ b l * n  = (R$bl ) .F= ( M ) . F ,  (3.1) 

where, for convenience, we have assumed that all particles are identical so that the 
force F is the same for all. Thus, the sedimentation velocity is an average of the entire 
mobility matrix M = R$bl. Note that even though the definition of U includes the 
rotational velocities and that of F includes the torques, since we assume that the 
torque on each particle is identically zero for sedimentation, (3.1) relates the average 
translational velocity to the force. 

The permeability, K,  of a porous medium or a fixed bed of particles is usually 
defined as the proportionality between the average pressure gradient and the average 
velocity when the particles are fixed in space, i.e. through Darcy's law: 

V ( p )  = -v/K-'.(u). (3.2) 

Since the pressure gradient is related to the average force through the macroscopic 
hydrostatic balance (2.16), we have for the 'resistivity', K-', from (2.43) 

K-l = n(R$,). (3.3) 

The resistivity is the average of the entire resistance matrix R& From our 
definition, one must remember to average only the translational velocity/force 
components of R$u to obtain the conventional permeability. If the microstructure of 
the porous medium had a handedness or chirality, the couplings in R:, between the 
torque and the translation velocity would give the average torque required to keep 
the medium from rotating in the uniform flow (cf. Koch & Brady 1987). 

From (3.1) and (3.3) we see that the sedimentation velocity and permeability are 
closely related. The significant difference, apart from the simple scaling factor n,  is 
the commutation of the inversion operator and the average ; for the sedimentation 
velocity, the resistance matrix is inverted and then averaged, while for the 
permeability, the resistance matrix is averaged and then inverted. In  general, these 
operations do not commute, and the sedimentation velocity and permeability are 
quite different. The physics of the particle interactions is also quite different in the 
two cases, with the interactions being screened in a porous medium. For a spatially 
periodic lattice however, the sedimentation velocity and permeability are simply 
related ; since all particles are identical in a periodic lattice, no averaging is necessary, 
and therefore averaging and inverting commute. 

In  figure 1 we show a comparison of the non-dimensional sedimentation velocity 
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of a simple cubic array of spheres obtained by our Stokesian-dynamics simulation 
method with the calculations of Saffman and Zick & Homsy. The figure has been split 
into low- and high-$ regions in order to clearly display the results. Saffman’s 
calculations are for point-force particles only and result in a sedimentation velocity 
UIU, = 1 - 1.738$$, where U, is the Stokes settling velocity of an isolated sphere. At 
low rj5 all calculations agree, and in fact the Ewald-summed mobility interactions for 
point forces given in (2.39) are identical to Saffman’s calculations. That is, Ewald 
summing the Green function J exactly reproduces Hasimoto’s (1959) solution for the 
spatially periodic Stokes’ Green function. 

We see in figure 1 that when extended to higher $ the point-force solution gives a 
very poor estimate of the sedimentation velocity and predicts a negative 
sedimentation rate for $ > 0.19. This is a rather catastrophic failure and also 
indicates that  the mobility matrix formed from point forces has lost positive 
definiteness. Including the finite size of the particles - that is, retaining the ia2V2 J- 
terms that come from the quadrupole Q’ in (2.24) and from FaxBn’s law - completely 
removes this aphysical behaviour and gives reasonable sedimentation velocities. 

There is actually a very close correspondence between our method and the one 
used by Zick & Homsy, Zick & Homsy solved the integral equation for Stokes’ flow 
for the periodic suspension using Hasimoto’s periodic Green function. Instead of 
discretizing the surface of the particle, they too expanded the force density on the 
particle’s surface in moments. The zeroth moment corresponds to assuming the force 
density is constant over the particle surface. A constant force density on a sphere 
surface is equivalent to a point force plus the quadrupole term, ia2F/, of equation 
(2.24) a t  the sphere centre. Thus, Zick & Homsy’s zeroth-order method is identical 
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@ 
0.001 
0.027 
0.064 
0.125 
0.216 
0.343 
0.45 
0.523 6 

PF 

0.8262 
0.478 7 
0.3049 
0.1312 

-0.04261 
-0.2164 
-0.331 6 
-0.400 1 

( 4 F )  

0.8250 
0.4990 
0.3600 
0.2450 
0.1599 
0.1109 
0.1012 
0.1050 

(MGF)Q 

0.8250 
0.4988 
0.359 1 
0.241 8 
0.1506 
0.087 38 
0.060 7 1 
0.050 12 

<R&') 
0.8249 
0.497 5 
0.357 4 
0.241 0 
0.1496 
0.086 89 
0.06042 
0.04990 

Z & H  

0.825 1 
0.4980 
0.3559 
0.2330 
0.1344 
0.06494 
0.035 59 
0.02375 

TABLE 1 .  Comparison of the various levels of approximation for the sedimentation velocity of a 
simple cubic array of spheres as a function of volume fraction 4. PF refers to the point-force result 
of Saffman (1973) ; (MEF) is the Ewald-summed mobility matrix including the finite size of the 
particles; (M$F)e is the same as (McF) except that the mean-field quadrupole contribution is also 
included ; (R&') is the same as (MZ,),, except that the two-body lubrication effects are included 
via (2.45); Z & H are the exact results of Zick & Homsy (1982). 

to our (MEF) without the mean-field quadrupole (2.29). (The angle brackets are used 
here to denote an average, although they are not necessary for the periodic problem.) 
Comparison of our results with those in table 1 of Zick & Homsy, where they discuss 
the accuracy of their method as a function of the number of moments used and the 
volume fraction, shows agreement to all significant figures of (M&) and their 
zeroth-order method. 

The inclusion of the mean-field quadrupole in our method, which we shall denote 
as (M*,),, reproduces quite well Zick & Homsy's second-order method, which 
includes the complete quadrupole interactions - that  is, including terms through 
equation (2.28). Note that for a cubic lattice there is no coupling between even and 
odd moments of the force density, so the torque and stresslet terms in (2.25)-(2.28) 
or in the grand mobility or resistance matrices, (2.42) and (2.44), have no effect on 
the sedimentation velocity. Specifically, from their table 1 for a simple cubic lattice 
a t  the maxirnum volume fraction, #,,, = 0.5236, we have (M$F)Q = 0.05012 
compared to their value of 0.03566. (For the BCC and FCC lattices the comparisons 
are: BCC, r# = 0.6802: 0.01184 'US. 0.01161, and FCC, q5 = 0.7405: 0.009824 'US. 

0.007 360, where the first number is ours and the second Zick & Homsy's. In  general, 
the agreement between the Stokesian-dynamics results and the sedimentation 
velocity for the BCC and FCC lattices is the same as that shown in figure 1 for the 
SC lattice.) Thus, our mean-field quadrupole term reproduces quite well the complete 
quadrupole interaction. 

In  table 1 we show a detailed comparison of the effect of various levels of 
hydrodynamic approximation on the sedimentation velocity of a simple cubic lattice 
as a function of volume fraction. One sees an improvement in going from point forces 
(PF) to point force plus finite size ((MEF)), and a further improvement in including 
the mean-field quadrupole (( MgF)Q). However, including lubrication in the 
resistance matrix ((R;;l)) through (2.45) makes almost no improvement over the 
mean-field quadrupole. (It should be noted that, when including the near-field 
lubrication interactions in (2.45), the sum is performed over all particles in the 
lattice, i.e. a convergent sum over an infinite number of particles.) The reason that 
lubrication has virtually no effect on sedimentation velocities is because the fluid 
displaced by tQe falling particles flows up through the interstices of the lattice and 
not through the small gaps between particles. There are no singular force densities 
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generated by the flowing fluid on the particle surfaces, the sedimentation velocity 
and permeability both approach non-zero values as 4 + #,,, (the resistance matrix 
R&, is not singular in this limit) and lubrication plays no role. This is true for 
sedimentation whether the suspension is ordered or disordered (Brady & Durlofsky 
1988). For the viscosity problem to be discussed next, however, lubrication forces do 
play a vital role. 

While it is clear physically why there is no singular behaviour in sedimentation to 
be captured by lubrication, the fact that including the exact two-body resistance 
interactions has no effect is actually much more revealing about the nature of many- 
body interactions in sedimentation. An examination of table 1 of Zick & Homsy 
shows that in order to obtain 10% accuracy a t  for the simple cubic lattice one 
must include up to the fourth moment - that is, monopoles, dipoles, quadrupoles, 
octupoles and hexadecapoles. (For comparable accuracy a t  in BCC though the 
sixth moment is needed, while for the FCC the eighth moment is needed!) The 
interactions we add in the resistance matrix include contributions from all moments, 
but from only two bodies because they are added pairwise. Thus, it is the many-body 
hexadecapoles for the simple cubic lattice (and the many-body fourth, sixth and 
eighth moments for BCC and FCC) that give the additional contribution to the 
sedimentation velocity. 

For regular arrays, the symmetry of the lattice can be exploited to drastically 
reduce the number of unknowns, specifically Zick & Homsy find the number of 
unknowns is given by i ( M  + 2)(3M + 4), where M is the number of moments retained. 
In  a disordered suspension, however, not only can one not exploit any symmetries to 
reduce the number of unknowns per moment, but one also needs N particles, rather 
than only one. Considering the fact that including the complete quadrupole rather 
than only the mean-field increases the number of unknowns from 11N to 26N, 
resulting in a 13-fold increase in computation time for an insignificant improvement 
in accuracy, it is doubtful that  any more moments can (or should) be included in the 
grand mobility matrix. In a dynamic simulation, where the interactions must be 
updated because particle positions have changed, these restrictions become even 
more severe. 

3.2. Shear viscosity of cubic arrays 
Although lubrication played no role in the sedimentation velocity and permeability, 
it  is essential for the shear viscosity of concentrated suspensions. To calculate the 
shear viscosity, we need the relationship between the bulk stress and the imposed 
rate of strain. From (2.11) we see that the particle contribution to the bulk stress is 
given by - n ( S ) .  (For spherical particles in a linear shear flow there are no 
antisymmetric stresses and Yij  = 0.) The average particle stresslet is related to the 
bulk rate of strain (e) by a fourth-order tensor A :  

(S) = - A : ( e ) ,  (3.4) 

where the tensorial 'viscosity' from (2.44) is given by 

(3 .5)  A = (RB, * R:bl . R& - R$) . 

Here, we are considering force- and torque-free particles. In  general, there may be 
additional contributions to the bulk stress due to interparticle forces or Brownian 
motion, but these pose no convergence problems for stresses or velocities, and they 
may be simply added to the bulk stress. The stress (a> appearing in (2.4) is the 
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hydrodynamic, or contact, stress due to the fluid velocity gradient on the particle 
surfaces (cf. Batchelor 1977; Brady & Bossis 1988). 

Following Zuzovsky et al. and Nunan & Keller, the symmetry of the cubic lattice 
allows us to write 

'ij~k = ~ ( 1  +P) 3 a i k  + sit a j k - f a i j  akz) + ~ ( a - P ) ( S i j k t  -@ij (3.6) 

where a,,, is one if all subscripts are the same and zero otherwise. a and P are 
functions of the lattice geometry and the volume fraction. One should also note that 
in a cubic lattice U -  ( u )  = 0 ,  i.e. RZ;' * R& = 0 and the particles move a t  the velocity 
of the bulk shear flow, so that the only term contributing in (3.5) is R&. Again, the 
even and odd moments do not couple, so we only need concern ourselves with 
(M&l) and (RgE). The distinction between the mobility and resistance matrices is 
to imply without and with lubrication, respectively. It should also be noted that we 
are calculating the viscosity for a single, instantaneous configuration of the periodic 
array, and not, a time average. 

In figure 2(a, b)  we compare the a- and p-functions for a simple cubic lattice 
obtained by our Stokesian-dynamics method, (RgE), with the exact results of Nunan 
& Keller as a function of volume fraction. Nunan & Keller used the same method as 
Zick & Homsy for solving the integral equation with the spatially periodic Green 
function. Their numerical solutions are the dashed curves and terminate a t  the 
valves of q5 indicated in the figures. At higher q5, more moments are needed to obtain 
convergence, and they report that a for an SC lattice a t  q5 = 0.49 was not converged 
even for M = 13 (cf. their table 1 ) .  At dilute q5, again the Ewald-summed mobility 
matrix M& is exact, and its invert (the dotted curve in the figures) reproduces a and 
P correct to O(q5;) (cf. equations (110) and (111) of Zuzovsky et aZ.). In contrast to 
sedimentation, however, as q5 + $,,, lubrication forces are important in the viscosity 
because of the relative motion of adjacent particles in the cubic lattice. The 
lubrication singularities are only two-body effects, and thus our method reproduces 
the exact behaviour as q5 + q5,,, ; specifically, a - &n~-' -8. In E + . . . and p - 
-an In E + . . . as c = 1 - + 0, which are the dot-dashed curves in the figures. 
The good agreement over the whole range of q5 results from the fact that our method 
is exact for low and high 4, and therefore the curve has little room for variation 
a t  intermediate values of q5. 

Our results give the exact singular behaviour as E + 0 ; the first error lies in the O( 1)  
constant associated with the asymptotic forms. Our O( 1) constants are a combination 
of (M&)-l and the order-one term in the two-body lubrication singularities. There is 
no reason for our 0 ( 1 )  constants to be exact, but judging from the figures, 
particularly the In E singular function SC ,8, they appear to be quite reasonable. The 
worst agreement between our results and those of Nunan & Keller are for the 
F C C P  (not shown). Nunan & Keller reported significant difficulty in obtaining 
convergence with increasing number of moments for this function and an inability to 
match the O( 1)-terms in the singular behaviour of ,8 with their numerical results. It 
is not known whether the difference seen in our results is real or if there is some 
inaccuracy in tJhe calculations of Nunan & Keller. 

3.3. Spin  viscosity of cubic arrays 
The last example we present is the spin viscosity of cubic lattices. The spin viscosity 
is the relationship between the average torque ( L )  and the average angular velocity 
(0) .  It arises in constitutive equations for antisymmetric stresses, the principal 
application being ferrofluids (Zuzovsky et al. ; Rosensweig 1988). From (2.11) we see 
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FIGURE 2. The shear viscosity functions (a) a and ( b )  /I defined in (3.6) for a simple cubic array as 
a function of volume fraction. The solid curves are the Stokesian-dynamics results, the dashed 
curves are the exact solutions of Nunan & Keller (1984), which terminates at 4 = 0.48, the dotted 
curves are the far-field results obtained from (M&l), i.e. no lubrication, and the dot-dashed curves 
are the singular form as q5 --f $,,,. 
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FIGURE 3. The spin viscosity function 5 defined in equation (3.9) for the SC lattice as a function of 
volume fraction. The solid curve is the Stokesian-dynamics results, the dotted curve is the far-field 
results obtained from (M:il), and the dot-dashed curves are the asymptotic forms as 9 + 4,,, and 
as # + O .  

that the particle contribution to the antisymmetric part of the bulk stress is 
- n ( 9 )  = -nE.(L). The average torque is related to the bulk angular velocity 

( L )  = - B * ( o ) ,  (3.7) 
by 

and from the grand resistance matrix (2.44) 

B = (RZ*>, (3.8) 

where R$ is the submatrix of R&, that couples torque and angular velocity. The 
symmetry of the cubic lattice allows us to write 

B.. 29 = [&.. 29 (3.9) 

where the scalar function g depends on the lattice and the volume fraction. 
In  figures 3 and 4 we show the results for the spin viscosity function 6 as a function 

of # for the three cubic lattices SC, BCC and FCC. [ has not yet been computed 
exactly for all q5, but high- and low-# asymptotes are known and can be found in 
Zuzovsky et al. Again, the Stokesian dynamics results are exact in the low-$ limit, 
being correct to  O ( @ )  (cf. equation (112) of Zuzovsky et aZ.), and in the high-# limit, 
where 6 - Ins for all three lattices, with a coefficient depending on the number of 
near neighbours. 
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of the spin viscosity function 5 for SC, BCC and FCC lattices. 

4. Conclusions 
In  this paper we have presented a general and rigorous method for calculating 

hydrodynamic interactions in infinite suspensions. While mathematically involved, 
the method developed in $2 yields a very simple and intuitive result: since the 
hydrodynamic interactions are purely geometric, they are the same whether or not 
divergences occur. The particles do not know if their forces sum to zero or to a finite 
average ; the interactions must be the same in both cases. One need not follow any 
of the mathematical analysis to  understand this basic result. The method allows the 
entire range of suspension problems to be studied, from self-diffusion to sedi- 
mentation to rheology to flow in porous media, with no change in formulation or 
procedure. Further, the same formulation applies whether the microstructure is 
ordered or disordered. The only limitations of the method are of a computational 
nature, involving the number of moments used in the expansion of the force density 
on the particle surfaces in the construction of the grand mobility matrix and the 
number of particles used in a periodic cell. By increasing both of these the method 
can be made arbitrarily accurate. Just  how many moments or particles are needed to 
accurately model an infinite disordered suspension depends on the property studied 
and is discussed in detail in Phillips et al. 

It should also be appreciated that it is not necessary to expand the force density 
on the particle surfaces in moments for the convergence procedure to work. One 
could solve directly the integral equations (2 .25) ,  etc. by discretizing the surfaces of 
the particles and Ewald summing all the point-force propagators. While this method 
would work, it is not clear that  one could obtain equivalent accuracy with the same 
number of unknowns per particle as with our moments expansion. Recall that our 
method requires 11 unknowns per particle. Another advantage of the moments 
expansion is that  it maintains precisely all symmetry properties of the particle 
interactions, regardless of the accuracy of the calculations and the configuration of 
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the particles. Guaranteeing such symmetry when discretizing the integral equation 
would be extremely difficult, if not impossible. From a computational point of view, 
filling the mobility matrix, even with the Ewald sums, is an O ( N 2 )  operation. 
Inverting the mobility matrix to include lubrication is generally the most costly step, 
requiring O(N3)  operations, but it appears a t  present that this is a more economical 
method than solving directly the integral equation. 

In  this paper we have applied our Stokesian-dynamics method to the simplest 
suspension problems - spatially periodic ones. It should be noted that the good 
accuracy we have obtained with our method for periodic suspensions comes a t  far less 
computational cost than the calculations of either Zick & Homsy or Nunan & Keller. 
Indeed, in both the sedimentation and viscosity problems, the symmetry could be 
exploited so that we only had one unknown. The results could be obtained by Ewald 
summing and adding lubrication ; the matrix inversions could be done by hand. By 
contrast, Zick & Homsy and Nunan & Keller had to solve large equation sets t o  
obtain their results. This computational advantage becomes even greater when one 
moves to disordered suspensions and to dynamic simulation. 

Several applications of our Stokesian-dynamics method to disordered systems 
have already appeared (Durlofsky & Brady 1987; Brady & Bossis 1988; Phillips 
et al. 1988a, b )  and several more are in progress. In  our earliest simulations (Bossis & 
Brady 1984; Brady & Bossis 1985) we restricted our studies to sheared monolayer 
suspensions - that is, three-dimensional spherical particles lying in the same plane. 
We chose this system not only because the number of degrees of freedom is reduced 
(from 11N to 6iV), but also because many of the divergence problems disappear for 
monolayer suspensions. In  particular, all moments beyond the monopole (forces) are 
absolutely convergent for a monolayer, and we only studied systems in which the 
average force was zero, thereby avoiding the convergence problems. One indication 
that this procedure is correct is that our mobility and/or resistance matrices never 
lost positive definiteness; the other is that recent calculations employing the full 
Ewald sums gave statistically the same results. 

The method we have developed here for the Stokes’ equations should also find 
application in other problems that display the same combination of far- and near- 
field physics. There is a very close similarity between the Stokes problem and the 
electrostatic problem, the latter being governed by Laplace’s equation, and an even 
closer similarity with the equations of linear elasticity. The Stokesian dynamics 
method can be and has been applied (Bonnecaze 1987) to Laplace-governed problems 
with accuracy equal to that shown here. Stokesian dynamics also finds use in a 
variety of problems other than sedimentation and viscosity ; the interested reader is 
referred to the review article (Brady & Bossis 1988) for an indication of the types of 
problems that can be studied by this method. 
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